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ABSTRACT
Effects of initial conditions on the oscillatory flow in oscillating heat pipes (OHPs) are investigated
numerically. Initial vapor temperature, pressure and liquid displacement are in consideration. Three test cases
are solved with different initial condition settings. Liquid displacement and vapor temperature tendencies are
compared to find which initial condition lead to the best heat transfer performance in all test cases. Fast Fourier
transform is employed to calculate the frequency based on liquid displacement. The results show that initial
condition has significant effect on oscillating heat pipe performance and keeping initial condition uniform is
an effective way for heat transfer enhancement of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the IT industry fast growing, there is a need for the high-efficiency electronic cooling applications.
Oscillating (or Pulsating) Heat Pipes (OHPs or PHPs) that was invented and patented by Akachi [1] in 1990s
provide an effective technique for electronics cooling. OHP is made of a long capillary tube that is bent into
many turns and phase changes of the working fluids drive oscillatory flow to transport heat from heating
section to cooling sections. In the last two decades, OHP has been investigated experimentally and theoretically
by many groups around the world. Several experimental investigations [2, 3] were presented to discuss the
fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics in looped OHP. Hosoda et al. [4] investigated the vapor plug in
looped OHP numerically by neglecting the thin film between vapor and the tube wall. Qu and Ma [5] analyzed
the primary factors affecting the startup characteristics of OHPs.
With this technology developing, the unlooped system was also used in OHP [6]. Maezawa [7] presented the
chaotic behaviors in unlooped OHP based on experimental results. Lee et al. [8] reported flow visualization in
OHPs to discuss the vapor bubble mechanism. Shafii et al. [9] reported analytical models for both unlooped
and looped OHPs. The heat transfers in unlooped and looped OHPs were analyzed using these models [10].
Zhang and Faghri [11] analyzed the oscillatory flow and heat transfer in OHPs with open end. Zhang and
Faghri [12] discussed oscillatory flow in OHP with arbitrary numbers of turns. It was concluded that the
oscillation amplitude and circular frequency for different liquid slug are slightly different from each other
when the number of turns us greater than 5.
Research to better OHPs is still an important topic because a number of advances and unsolved issues still
remain in OHPs [13]. Liang and Ma [14] proposed a mathematical model to analyze the slug flow in OHPs.
The sensible heat transfer coefficient between the liquid slug and minichannel wall was obtained for laminar
and turbulent liquid flow [15]. Shao and Zhang [16] discussed the film evaporation and condensation effects
on oscillatory flow and heat transfer in OHPs. Capillary and gravitational forces effects on OHPs performance
were also evaluated [17]. The OHP heating and cooling section temperatures were assumed to be constant in
many papers while they have fluctuations in reality. The effects of these fluctuations on the performance of
OHP were also investigated [18]. Thompson et al. [19] proposed a new type of flat plate OHP allowing multiple
heating arrangements and higher fluxes. Nanofluid was applied to OHP to better its performance [20]. Initial
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condition is important in the fluid flow and heat transfer process. Very limited research has been reported to
discuss this initial condition effects to OHP. It was assumed in Ref. [12] that all vapor plugs have the same
initial temperature and pressure, and all liquid slugs have the same initial displacement. This uniform initial
condition is hard to reach in reality. In this paper, the authors compare different initial conditions OHPs
characteristics to analyze these effects.

2. PHYSICAL MODEL
Figure 1 shows the physical model of the OHP under consideration.

Fig. 1 Physical model
A capillary tube with diameter d is bent into n turns with same length ( L ) with the two ends are sealed. The
heating section (evaporator) has a height of Lh and its wall temperature is kept at Te . On the other hand, the
cooling section (condenser) has a height of Lc and its wall temperature is kept at Tc . There is an adiabatic
section with height of La between the heating and cooling sections. There is a liquid slug with the same length
of 2Lp in each turn. The specific liquid slug displacement is represented by xi. Positive and negative xi indicate
liquid slug moving to right and left, respectively. These liquid slugs also separate different vapor plugs from
each other.

2.1 Governing equation
For the vapor plugs in OHP turns, the pressure relates to the temperature with the following equation [12]:

pv,i 

4C i Rg

 d2

Tv,i/( 1)

(1)

where C i is constant for different vapor plugs. It is decided by the initial vapor pressure p0,i and temperature
T0,i :

C i  ( d 2 / 4 Rg ) p0,i T0,i /( 1)
The momentum equation for i th liquid slug is:

2

(2)
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d 2 xi
  pv ,i  pv ,i +1  Ac -2 l gAc xi  2 dL p p
dt 2

(3)

The cross sectional area Ac and shear stress  p are defined as:
Ac   d 2 / 4

(4)

8 dxi
d dt

(5)

p 
Equation (3) can be simplified to:

p  pv,i +1
d 2 xi 32 dxi
g
x i  v,i
 2

2
dt
d dt L p
2 L p l

(6)

Once the vapor pressure is known, xi can be obtained from the equation above. The vapor mass changes with
xi due to the evaporation and condensation in OHP.

dmv ,i
dt



he d  Te  Tv,i  Lh , L  Lh , R 
h fg



hc d  Tv,i  Tc  Lc , L  Lc , R 
h fg

(7)

where Lh , L and Lh , R are heating sections in contact with vapor plug while Lc , L and Lc , R are cooling sections
in contact with vapor plug.
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(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

(8d)

Using the ideal gas law, the vapor mass can also be obtained from:

mv,i 

 d2
4 RgT0

 d2

pv,1  L  L p   xv,1 

(9a)

pv ,i  2  L  Lp   xv,i  x v,i 1  , i  2,3, , n

(9b)

mv,1 

4 RgT0
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mv,n 1 

 d2
4 RgT0

pv ,n  L  Lp   x v,n 

(9c)

2.2 Initial condition
Different initial conditions are employed to investigate their effects to the OHP performance. It is assumed
that the initial vapor pressure, temperature and liquid displacement are:
p0,i =p0 + A1 p0  RN1  0.5 

(10a)

T0,i  T0  A2T0  RN 2  0.5 

(10b)

x0,i  x0  A3 x0  RN 3  0.5 

(10c)

where RN1 , RN 2 and RN 3 are the random numbers chosen from standard uniform distribution. A1 , A2 and
A3 limit the random number ranges, T0 is a reference temperature that is chosen as the average of Te and Tc
, . p0 is the corresponding pressure at reference state, and x 0 is the mean value of initial displacement. The
reference state constant C 0 and mass m0 are:

C 0  ( d 2 / 4 Rg ) p0T0 /( 1)
m0 

 d2
2 RgT0

p0  L  L p 

(11a)

(11b)

Then C i and initial vapor mass can be obtained from these initial conditions:

C i  ( d 2 / 4 Rg ) p0,i T0,i /( 1)
m0,1 

m0,i 

 d2

4 RgT0

m0,n 1 

p0,1  L  Lp   x0,1 

(13a)

p0,i  2  L  L p   x0,i  x0,i 1 

(13b)

4 RgT0

 d2

(12)

 d2
4 RgT0

p0,n  L  L p   x0,n 

(13c)

2.3 Non-dimensional governing equations
Defining the following non-dimensional parameters

Lp
Tv ,i
p
m

x
, Pi  v ,i , M i  v ,i , X i  i ,  =
 i 
T0
p0
m0
x0
L


4
4
p0 d
   t ,  2  gd ,  
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2
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2
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p
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4
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the governing equations and initial conditions become:
d2 Xi
dX i
 32
  2 X i    Pi  Pi 1 
2
d
d
dM i
 H e  L*h , L  L*h , R   e   i   H c  L*c , L  L*c , R   i   c 
d

(15)

(16)

where
Hc 

4hc RgT02 d
p0 h fg

, He 

4he RgT02 d
p0 h fg
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0
L

*
h,R
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T
, e  c
T0
T0
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1     X i 

0
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  X i 1  L*c
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0

  X i  L*c

  X i 1  L*c

  X i  L*c

1
X1 
M1  11/  1 C1R  

 2 2 1    

(17)

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

(18d)

(19a)

 X  X i 1 
M i   i1/  1C iR 1  i
 i  2,3, , n
2 1    


(19b)

1
Xn 
M n 1   n1/1 1 C nR1  

 2 2 1    

(19c)

Pi  C iR  i 

 /   1

(19d)

where
C iR  C i / C 0

(19e)

P0.i  1  A1 ( RN1  0.5)

(20a)

0.i  1  A2 ( RN 2  0.5)

(20b)

X 0.i  1  A3 ( RN 3  0.5)

(20c)

The initial conditions are:
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3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
After the non-dimensional process, the iteration method and implicit difference method are employed to
solve the governing equations with initial conditions. OHP working conditions can be simulated by the
following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Set the initial conditions.
Guess the dimensionless temperature i for all the vapor plugs.
Calculate the vapor dimensionless pressure Pi using Eq. (19d)
Calculate the liquid slug dimensionless displacement by Eq. (15).
Calculate the vapor dimensionless mass M i using Eq. (16)
Calculate the vapor dimensionless i by Eqs. (19a) to (19c).
Compare i in step (6) with that instep (2). If the difference meets the error tolerance, then go to the next
step. Or else, use step (6) i result as the new guess dimensionless temperature and repeat steps (2) to (6)
till the converged results are reached.

The working fluid oscillates in the tubes when OHP starts working. Its amplitude and circular frequency are
considered to evaluate the OHP performance. Oscillation amplitude can be viewed from liquid displacement
or vapor temperature directly. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is employed to calculate the circular frequency
[21].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Initial condition plays an important role in fluid flow and heat transfer problems. Initial vapor temperature,
pressure and liquid displacement are in consideration. This article discusses the initial condition effects by
adding random numbers to them in Eq. (10). Meanwhile, the initial vapor temperature and pressure show their
in Eq. (19). Three sets of initial conditions: (1) uniform
effects to OHP governing equation in parameter
initial condition,
0; (2) liquid random initial displacement
0,
0; and (3)
random initial vapor temperature, pressure and liquid displacement
0,
0,
0 are applied to
the three test cases, respectively. Larger amplitude and higher circular frequency indicate better OHP
performance [12]. The initial condition effects are discussed by comparing these results.

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 2 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 125, A1 = A2 = A3 = 0)
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Three test cases all have ten turns (n = 10). Only 5th vapor slug and 5th liquid plug results are recorded for
comparison. It was assumed that Lh  0.1m , Lc  0.1m , La  0 L p  0.08 m , d  3.34mm , Tc  90 C and
Te  110 C in all the cases. Accordingly, the dimensionless parameters are: e  1.1 , c  0.9 ,  2  1.2  104 ,

  1.2  105 , L*h  0.5 , L*c  0.5 and   0.4 from the non-dimensional process.
Figure 2 shows displacement of the liquid slug and vapor temperature with uniform initial conditions (A1 = A2
= A3 = 0) and both H e and H c are 125. The observed liquid displacement oscillates between -0.25 and 0.30
after  is greater than 6. The observed vapor temperature tendency is similar to that of the liquid slug
displacement. Its oscillation indicates the vapor moving between the cooling and heating sections.
Figure 3 shows the liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature with random initial liquid displacements
(A1 = A2 = 0, A3 = 0.15) while all other conditions are same as those in Fig. 2. The liquid displacement oscillates
between -0.25 to 0.25. This amplitude is lower than that of the uniform initial condition case. It also becomes
periodic to after  reaches to 1. The vapor temperature tendency is also periodic after  equals 1. It indicates
that random displacement led to quick and weaker steady oscillations.

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 3 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 125, A1 = 0, A2 = 0, A3 = 0.15)

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 4 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 125, A1 = A2 =0.20, A3= 0.15)
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Figure 4 shows liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature with random initial vapor temperature, pressure
and liquid displacement (A1 = A2 = 0.20, A3 = 0.15) while other conditions are same as Fig. 2. .It can be seen
that the liquid displacement and vapor temperature oscillation amplitude are smaller than those in Figs. 2 and
3. Meanwhile it reaches periodic at the same time as that in Fig. 2. Therefore, the random vapor temperature
and pressure decreases the OHP oscillation amplitude and has no apparent effect to the time to reach periodic.

(a) uniform condition

(b) one random condition

(c) two random conditions

Fig. 5 Comparison of frequencies (He = Hc = 125)

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 6 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 250, A1 = A2 = A3 = 0)

Figure 5 shows the comparison of frequencies among results at different initial conditions. The FFT results are
based on liquid displacement. The one since time equals 8 doesn’t have that much noise as the other conditions.
It’s in consideration because it eliminates the aperiodic results effects at the beginning. For the case with
uniform initial condition, three highest frequency picks locate at 67, 60 and 79, respectively. They are
independent since their greatest common divisor is 1. Therefore the final oscillation is composed by several
independent periodic ones. When the random liquid displacement initial condition is used, three highest
frequencies are 68, 59 and 79. The frequency results are slightly different from the ones with uniform initial
condition. Taking random initial vapor pressure, temperature and liquid displacement in consideration, the
three highest frequencies are 78, 50 and 30, respectively. The composed frequency turns to be lower than those
for the previous two cases. Therefore, uniform initial condition and random initial liquid displacement led to a
similar circular frequency which is higher than the one using random initial vapor pressure, temperature and
liquid displacement.
The effects of H e and H c are investigated by increasing their values to 250. Figure 6 shows the liquid slug
displacement and vapor temperature with uniform initial condition (A1 = A2 = A3 = 0). The liquid displacement
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and vapor temperature oscillate round two waves, respectively. The displacement ranges from -0.3 to 0.3 while
the temperature changes between 0.93 and 1.03.

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 7 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 250, A1 = A2 = 0, A3 = 0.15)

Figure 7 is the results with random initial liquid displacement (A1= A2 = 0, A3 = 0.15) while other conditions
are same as those in Fig. 6. The liquid displacement and vapor temperature also oscillate round two waves
respectively. Two amplitudes are both lower than that in the uniform initial condition shown in Fig. 6. The
displacement and temperature ranges are also smaller. Therefore the random liquid displacement limits the
OHP oscillation amplitude. Figure 8 is the results with random initial vapor temperature, pressure and liquid
displacement (A1 = A2 = 0.20, A3=0.15) while other conditions are same as those in Fig. 6. It can be seen that
the oscillation is weakest among the results of different initial condition settings because the displacement and
temperature ranges are smallest. It also indicates random initial vapor temperature and pressure can lower the
OHP oscillation amplitude.

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 8 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 250, A1 = A2 = 0.20, A3 = 0.15)

Figure 9 shows the comparison of frequencies among the three sets of initial conditions for He =Hc =250. The
one since time equals 8 is in consideration to eliminate the aperiodic results effects at the beginning. The three
highest frequencies are respectively 31, 50 and 81, when uniform initial condition is used. If random initial
liquid displacement is employed, the top three frequencies are 50, 23 and 28. Quasi-periodic state [22] is
reached since 23 and 27 are very close. Many similar strength frequencies under 78 appear when random initial
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vapor pressure, temperature and liquid displacement are in consideration. It means that OHP reaches a state
combining periodic and chaos results.
Simulation is then carried out for the cases that H e and H c are both 500. Figure 10 shows the results with
uniform random initial condition (A1 = A2 = A3 = 0). The liquid displacement and vapor temperature become
periodic after  equals 2. Then liquid displacement oscillates between -0.1 and 0.2 while vapor temperature
ranges from 0.93 to 1.03.

(a) uniform condition

(b) one random condition

(c) two random conditions

Fig. 9 Comparison of frequencies (He = Hc = 250)

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 10 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 500, A1 = A2 = A3 = 0)

Figure 11 shows the results with liquid random initial displacement (A1 = A2 = 0, A3 = 0.15) while other
conditions are same as Fig. 10. The liquid displacement and vapor temperature also become periodic after 
equals 2. And their amplitudes are also close to that of the uniform initial condition results. This means that the
random liquid displacement effect to OHP is limited for high He and Hc. After adding random initial vapor
temperature, pressure and liquid displacement (A1 = A2 = 0.20, A3 = 0.15), the results show valid difference
from that in the previous two conditions.
As can be seen from Fig. 12, the liquid displacement oscillates around a wave since  equals 4. But the
displacement is greater than zero for most of the time. It means that the liquid plug does not move to the left
that much. This phenomenon may limit the OHP oscillation range. The vapor temperature oscillates between
0.9 and 1.05 after becoming periodic.
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(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 11 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 500, A1 = A2 = 0, A3 = 0.15)

(a) displacement

(b) temperature

Fig. 12 Liquid slug displacement and vapor temperature (He = Hc = 500, A1 = A2 = 0.20, A3 = 0.15)

(a) uniform condition

(b) one random condition

(c) two random conditions

Fig. 13 Comparison of frequencies (He = Hc = 500)
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Figure 13 shows the comparisons of frequencies among the three sets of different initial conditions; Only the
one since time equals to 8 is in consideration too. The results for all three cases lead to one main frequency
around 75. It means OHPs with different initial conditions reach periodic results with slightly different
frequency. Regarding oscillation amplitude and circular frequency together, uniform initial condition leads to
the best OHP performance in all three sets of He and Hc.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Initial condition effects on the oscillatory flow in OHP are investigated in present work. Uniform initial
condition, random initial liquid displacement and random initial vapor temperature, pressure and liquid
displacement are in consideration. Three cases with different initial conditions are simulated, respectively. In
test case1, the oscillation amplitudes are 0.28, 0.25 and 0.20, and they are 0.30, 0.20 and 0.20 in test case 2.
The oscillation amplitudes results in test case 3 are similar to each other while adding two random parameters
limits the liquid plug moving region. The frequencies are also compared for all test cases. The results indicate
that the non-uniform initial condition may lower the oscillation amplitude and circular frequency in OHP.
Setting the initial condition close to uniform one is an efficiency way to better the OHP performance.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ac
d
h
L
mv
M
p
P
RN
T

cross sectional area of the tube
heat pipe diameter
heat transfer coefficient
length
vapor plug mass
dimensionless mass
pressure
dimensionless pressure
random number
temperature

xi liquid slug displacement
(m)
X dimensionless liquid slug displacement (-)
 specific heats ratio
(-)
(-)
 charge ratio
 dimensionless temperature
(-)
 viscosity
(kg/ms)
(m2/s)
 kinematic viscosity
.. dimensionless time
(-)
 p shear stress
(N/m2)

(m2)
(m)
(W/m2K)
(m)
(kg)
(-)
(Pa)
(-)
(-)
(K)



density

(kg/m3)
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